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S U M M A R Y
We have examined shear wave splitting of SKS phases at 26 permanent broadband stations in
western North America to constrain regional trends in anisotropy at the Cascadia subduction
zone (CSZ) and adjacent regions. At forearc stations above the Juan de Fuca Plate, the fast
directions are approximately parallel to the direction of absolute plate motion of the main Juan
de Fuca Plate (∼N70◦E). Delay times of 1.0 to 1.5 s indicate a mantle source for the anisotropy,
most likely strain-induced lattice-preferred orientation of anisotropic mantle minerals. The
anisotropy may be related to present-day subduction-induced deformation of the mantle beneath
the subducting plate. The delay times show an increase with distance from the deformation
front (trench), which may be indicative of 3–5 per cent anisotropy within the forearc mantle
wedge, with a fast direction parallel to the subduction direction. Above the Explorer Plate at
the northern end of the CSZ, the fast directions are N25◦E. This may reflect either the more
northerly subduction direction of that plate, or a transition from subduction-related deformation
to along-margin flow parallel to the transcurrent Queen Charlotte Fault to the north. At four
stations in the central backarc of the CSZ, fast directions are parallel to the Juan de Fuca–North
America convergence direction, consistent with mantle deformation due to subduction-induced
mantle wedge flow, as well as deformation of the uppermost backarc mantle associated with
motion of the overriding plate. No clear splitting was observed at the two most northern backarc
stations, indicating either little horizontal anisotropy or highly complex anisotropy beneath
these stations, possibly associated with complex mantle flow around the northern edge of the
subducted plate. The hot, thin backarc lithosphere of the Cascadia subduction zone extends to
the Rocky Mountain Trench, the western boundary of the cold, stable North America craton. At
two stations on the North America craton the shear wave splitting parameters show significant
azimuthal variations with a 90◦ periodicity, characteristic of multiple layers of anisotropy. The
observations were fitted with a two-layer model with an upper anisotropic layer with a fast
direction of N12◦E and delay time of 1.4 s, and a lower layer with a fast direction of N81◦E and
delay time of 2.0 s. The North America craton is characterized by a thick lithosphere. Thus, the
two anisotropic layers may reflect an upper layer of fossil anisotropy within the cool (<900 ◦C)
lithosphere and an underlying anisotropic layer produced by present-day deformation.

Key words: anisotropy, Cascadia subduction zone, mantle deformation, mantle flow, shear
wave splitting, SKS.

1 I N T RO D U C T I O N

Seismic anisotropy within the mantle has been documented in a
number of tectonic settings worldwide, including subduction zones,
spreading centres and stable cratons. Mantle anisotropy is gener-
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ally attributed to shear deformation, where simple shear results in
a lattice-preferred orientation (LPO) of anisotropic mantle miner-
als, primarily olivine (e.g. Nicolas & Christensen 1987; Silver &
Chan 1991). Laboratory studies show that under moderate to large
strains, the a-axis of olivine will become aligned in the direction
of maximum finite extension (Karato 1987; Nicolas & Christensen
1987) or in the direction of mantle flow (Zhang & Karato 1995).
This alignment is only produced when dislocation creep is the dom-
inant deformation mechanism (Karato 1987; Nicolas & Christensen
1987; Karato 1989).
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One of the key factors controlling the development of LPO is
temperature (Savage 1999 and references therein). At temperatures
greater than 900 ◦C, mantle minerals will develop LPO under mod-
erate shear strain, and thus anisotropy can be actively produced by
present-day mantle deformation. If the temperature is then decreased
to less than 900 ◦C, anisotropy may become ‘frozen in’, leading to
fossil anisotropy. Present-day mantle deformation has been invoked
to explain anisotropy in tectonically active regions, such as subduc-
tion zones and spreading centres (e.g. Vinnik et al. 1992). On the
other hand, anisotropy over stable cratons has been explained by
fossil anisotropy within the lithosphere produced by the most recent
tectonic event (Silver & Chan 1991), sublithospheric mantle flow
(Fouch et al. 2000), or a combination of both (Vinnik et al. 1992;
Levin et al. 1999; Fouch et al. 2000).

Seismic anisotropy can be observed through shear wave splitting
of SKS waveforms. When a shear wave passes through an anisotropic
medium, it splits into two orthogonal components which travel at
different velocities. Shear wave splitting is characterized by two pa-
rameters: the polarization direction of the first arriving shear wave
at the Earth’s surface (the fast direction), and the delay time be-
tween the two shear waves. Because SKS waves are teleseismic
shear waves that are generated by conversion of P waves at the
core–mantle boundary, any observed anisotropy is confined to the
travel path from that boundary to the receiver. The fast direction of
shear wave splitting is generally assumed to be parallel to the hori-
zontal projection of the olivine a-axis. Thus, observations of seismic
anisotropy can be used to constrain the orientation of the local strain
field within the mantle. The delay time depends on the thickness of

-1

-1

Figure 1. Map of the Cascadia subduction zone showing the distribution of seismograph stations used in this study (open triangles). Solid triangles are active
volcanoes. QCF is the Queen Charlotte Fault. The Rocky Mountain Trench (dashed line) is taken to define the landward extent of the Cascadia backarc, eastward
of which lies the North America craton.

the anisotropic layer and the magnitude of the anisotropy within the
layer.

In the current study, we have used SKS splitting observations to
constrain mantle anisotropy beneath the northern Cascadia subduc-
tion zone and adjacent regions (Fig. 1). In the study area, the Juan
de Fuca and Explorer plates subduct beneath the North America
plate. Both are young oceanic plates, with ages less than 8 Myr
(Riddihough 1984). The Juan de Fuca Plate subducts at a rate of
4.0–4.5 cm yr−1 (Riddihough 1984; Gripp & Gordon 2002). Rid-
dihough (1984) suggests that the Explorer Plate broke from the
main Juan de Fuca Plate and began moving as an independent plate
at 4 Ma. Recent GPS observations indicate that there is approx-
imately 2 cm yr−1 convergence between the North America and
Explorer plates at the southern end of the Explorer–North America
margin, with convergence rates decreasing to the north (Mazzotti et
al. 2002). Models of relative plate motion constrained by seafloor
magnetic anomalies, GPS observations and earthquake focal mech-
anisms suggest that Explorer Plate convergence is more northerly
than Juan de Fuca Plate convergence (Riddihough 1977; Mazzotti
et al. 2002; Ristau et al. 2002). The Explorer Plate may also be in
the process of breaking up (Rohr & Furlong 1995; Braunmiller &
Nabelek 2002). The northern limit of the present subduction zone is
the triple junction between the Pacific, North America and Explorer
plates. Over the last 4 Myr, the triple junction has migrated north
from offshore central Vancouver Island to its present position west
of the northern tip of Vancouver Island (Riddihough 1977). North
of the triple junction, the margin changes from subduction to dextral
strike-slip motion along the Queen Charlotte Fault system.
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The forearc region of the Cascadia subduction zone is limited
on its eastern edge by the active Cascade Volcanic Chain. We take
the backarc to be the high-temperature, thin lithosphere region that
extends eastward from the Cascade Volcanic Chain. The eastern
limit of this region is concluded to coincide with the Rocky Moun-
tain Trench (RMT). There is a pronounced change in lithospheric
properties from the west side to the east side of the RMT, including
an increase in continental crust thickness from ∼35 to ∼50 km, an
increase in Pn velocities from ∼7.8 km s−1 to ∼8.1 km s−1, and a
decrease in surface heat flow from 80–100 mW m−2 to ∼45 mW
m−2 (Hyndman & Lewis 1999 and references therein). This bound-
ary correlates well with the edge of a high-velocity region observed
in seismic tomography studies to depths greater than 250 km (e.g.
Grand 1994; Fredericksen et al. 2001). These observations have
been interpreted as the juxtaposition of the thin (55–60 km), warm
backarc lithosphere against the thick (>250 km), cool lithosphere
of the North America craton (Hyndman & Lewis 1999).

This region offers an opportunity to examine patterns of seismic
anisotropy within an active convergent margin, as well as across
the transition to a stable craton. From these observations, patterns
of mantle strain can be inferred and constraints can be placed on
mantle dynamics.

2 DATA A N A LY S I S

We have examined data from 26 seismic stations across the study
region (Fig. 1). The Canadian stations are part of the Canadian Na-
tional Seismic Network, maintained by the Geological Survey of
Canada. The stations in Washington and Oregon are part of the Pa-
cific Northwest Seismic Network, maintained by the University of
Washington and the US Geological Survey. All sites are permanent
stations with three-component broadband instruments, sampled at
rates between 40 and 100 Hz. Periods of continuous operation range
from 2 yr to more than 10 yr. This station distribution covers both
the forearc and backarc regions of the northern Cascadia subduction
zone, allowing us to examine trends in anisotropy along the strike of
the margin as well as perpendicular to the margin. We have exam-
ined data at station BBB, ∼250 km northeast of the triple junction
that marks the northern limit of the subduction zone, to look at vari-
ations in anisotropy associated with the transition from subduction
to transcurrent motion. We have also analysed data at stations EDM
and WALA, near the western edge of the North America craton, to
compare the anisotropy within this region with that of the subduction
system.

At each station, we analysed shear wave splitting of SKS phases
from earthquakes at distances of 85◦ to 140◦ from each station. At
these distances, the incidence angle of the SKS energy at the station
is within 15◦ of vertical. The near-vertical incidence angle leads to
a high lateral resolution (∼50 km) for the subsurface anisotropic
structure, and complications from near-surface reverberations and
phase conversions are minimized (Nuttli 1961; Crampin 1977). At
each station, data were chosen for analysis based on a high signal-
to-noise ratio, a small amplitude of the SKS phase on the vertical
component and a large time gap (>15 s) before the next significant
phase arrival.

The final data set contains earthquakes from a wide range of
azimuths. At most stations, the only backazimuth with no data is
from N10◦E to N125◦E. The number of earthquakes at some stations
is small, as these stations have operated for less than 2 yr. A low-pass
Butterworth filter with a corner frequency of 0.15 Hz was applied to
each waveform to remove high-frequency noise that complicated the

SKS arrival. The SKS energy has a dominant frequency between 0.05
and 0.15 Hz, and thus the effects of the filter on the SKS waveform
are small. For a small number of earthquakes, the unfiltered data
could be used for the splitting analysis. A comparison of the shear
wave splitting parameters for the filtered and unfiltered data showed
that they are similar. We report only the results for the filtered data.

For each waveform, the Silver & Chan (1991) method was used
to find the shear wave splitting parameters and their uncertainties.
This approach uses a grid search over all possible fast directions and
delay times between 0 and 3 s for the pair of splitting parameters
that minimizes the energy on the transverse component, after each
pair has been applied to the data to remove the splitting (i.e. the
data are corrected for splitting). An example of the original data
and the corrected data is given in Fig. 2. The grid search yields a
contour plot of the energy on the corrected transverse component
for each fast direction–delay time pair, allowing the uncertainties of
each splitting parameter to be quantified. A well-constrained result
will have a contour plot with a well-defined ellipsoidal minimum
(e.g. Fig. 2c). In some cases, the minimum is highly elongated along
the delay time axis. This signifies the absence of detectable split-
ting (a null result). A null result can be due to: (1) the absence of
significant horizontal anisotropy, (2) complex anisotropy, such as

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2. An example of data recorded at station PGC. The magnitude 7.2
earthquake occurred on 2001 June 3 in the Kermadec Islands region (29.7◦S,
178.6◦W) at a depth of 178 km. The backazimuth and incidence angle of
the energy are 226◦ and 9.8◦, respectively. (a) The original, filtered radial
(solid) and transverse (dashed) horizontal components. The vertical lines
indicate the SKS window used for analysis. The particle motion plot for the
SKS window is shown on the right. (b) Radial and transverse components,
corrected for splitting. Almost all the SKS energy has been removed from
the transverse component. The particle motion plot (right) shows a linear
particle motion. (c) Contour plot of the energy on the corrected transverse
component, showing the minimum value (fast direction N80◦E, delay time
1.0 s) with the 95 per cent confidence interval (thick line) and multiples of
that contour interval.
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multiple or steeply dipping anisotropic layers, or (3) a fast direction
that is parallel or perpendicular to the polarization direction of the
incoming energy for a single horizontally anisotropic layer. For the
SKS arrivals, the initial polarization direction should be equal to the
backazimuth.

For quality control on each observation, splitting analysis was
also performed using the particle motion linearization method (Sil-
ver & Chan 1991). This alternative method searches for the pair of
splitting parameters that results in the most linear particle motion for
the corrected waveforms. For the data included in this study, good
agreement was observed between the two methods, with typical dif-
ferences in fast directions of less than 10◦ and delay time differences
of less than 0.3 s. Each splitting result was rated as excellent, good
or fair, based on the quality of the data (high signal-to-noise ra-
tio, a clear SKS waveform), the quality of the energy minimization
contour plot and the agreement between the two analysis methods.

3 S H E A R WAV E S P L I T T I N G
O B S E RVAT I O N S

Only three stations (BBB, LLLB, SLEB) did not have resolvable
splitting for data from a wide range of azimuths (Table 1). We have
classified these stations as null stations. The numerous null results
suggest that there is either only weak horizontal anisotropy or highly
complex anisotropy beneath these stations.

At all other stations, significant shear wave splitting was observed
(Table 1). Fig. 3 shows lower-hemisphere projections of the fast di-
rections and delay times at 10 stations. Most waveforms that yielded

Table 1. Number of splitting and null observations at each station, with the
stacked shear wave splitting parameters (fast direction (φ) and delay time
(dt), with 95 per cent confidence intervals).

Station Lat. (◦N) Long. (◦E) #split #null φ ± φ dt (s) ±dt (s)

BBB1 52.18 −128.11 1 15 – – – –
CBB 50.03 −125.37 7 5 22 13.5 1.23 0.38
EDM2 53.22 −113.35 14 3 – – – –
HNB 49.27 −122.58 6 2 66 11.5 1.25 0.44
LLLB1 50.61 −121.88 1 16 – – – –
OZB 48.96 −125.49 5 2 60 29 0.50 0.31
PFB 48.57 −124.44 2 3 75 15 0.77 0.39
PGC 48.65 −123.45 12 10 77 19 1.03 0.39
PHC 50.71 −127.43 10 6 30 22 0.88 0.44
PMB3 50.51 −123.06 3 – 45 – 0.65 –
PNT 49.31 −119.61 18 5 58 4.5 1.33 0.40
SLEB1 51.17 −118.13 4 14 – – – –
SNB 48.78 −123.17 8 9 86 14.5 1.13 0.51
WALA2 49.05 −113.91 18 9 – – – –
DBO 43.12 −123.24 2 1 54 15 1.7 0.5
ERW 48.45 −122.63 2 2 79 13 1.41 0.26
GNW 47.56 −122.83 8 2 69 11 1.08 0.35
HAWA 46.39 −119.53 1 1 74 6.5 1.08 0.3
LON 46.75 −121.81 5 4 93 21.5 0.82 0.38
NEW 48.26 −117.12 6 2 71 7 1.48 0.46
OCWA 47.75 −124.18 1 0 57 10.5 1.75 0.78
OPC 48.10 −123.41 3 0 55 19 0.92 0.41
PIN 43.81 −120.87 1 0 64 1.5 2.08 0.1
RWW 46.96 −123.54 3 1 68 9 0.78 0.32
SP2 47.56 −122.25 5 2 65 7.5 0.89 0.45
SQM 48.08 −123.05 2 1 57 10.5 2.16 1.06
TTW 47.69 −121.69 6 2 65 9.5 1.54 0.54

1Null results for most waveforms.
2Significant azimuthal variations in splitting parameters.
3Measurements from Bostock & Cassidy (1995).

null results lie at backazimuths that are nearly parallel or perpen-
dicular to the fast directions obtained for most other earthquakes
at that station. This indicates that the absence of splitting on these
waveforms is due to the polarization direction being parallel or per-
pendicular to the fast direction of anisotropy.

Azimuthal variations in the splitting parameters are indicative
of complex anisotropy beneath the station, such as small-scale lat-
eral variations in anisotropy, dipping anisotropic layers or multiple
anisotropic layers. The only stations for which a clear azimuthal
variation in the splitting parameters can be identified are stations
EDM and WALA, located on the North America craton (Fig. 3 and
Section 4.4). At all other stations with a good azimuthal distribution
of high-quality data there are no significant azimuthal variations in
the splitting parameters (e.g. stations PGC, SNB, PNT on Fig. 3).
For nearby stations with a poorer azimuthal coverage, we assumed
that there is also little variation.

In order to obtain a single set of splitting parameters at each
station except EDM and WALA, the splitting results were stacked
using the approach of Wolfe & Silver (1998). At each station, the
transverse energy contour plots for each waveform were normalized
by their minimum value. The normalized contour plots were then
summed, yielding a contour plot with the average fast direction and
delay time for that station, along with their 95 per cent confidence
limits. By using normalized contour plots, the waveforms with the
most well-constrained parameters were weighted more heavily in
the summation. We included all non-null results in the stacking pro-
cedure. The inclusion of null results yields a similar average fast
direction and delay time for that station, but with larger uncertain-
ties. Fig. 4 shows the fast directions and delay times obtained from
stacking the data (see also Table 1). The stacked results at each sta-
tion were classified as either well-constrained or poorly constrained.
For a well-constrained stacked result, there had to be at least five
good-quality waveforms with well-constrained splitting parameters
from at least three distinct backazimuths. Below, we summarize the
observations for each region.

3.1 Forearc observations

Most stations in this study are located within the forearc above
the Juan de Fuca Plate (Fig. 4). At station DBO in Oregon, three
waveforms were analysed. An average (stacked) fast direction of
N54◦E ± 15◦ with a delay time of 1.7 ± 0.5 s was obtained for two
of the waveforms. The third earthquake waveform yielded a null
result. This earthquake was at a backazimuth of N226◦E, consistent
with a NE–SW fast direction for this station.

At the forearc stations in Washington and southwest British
Columbia, the stacked shear wave splitting parameters are very con-
sistent between stations. Fast directions are approximately N70◦E
(Table 1). Delay times at the majority of stations are between 0.7
and 1.5 s. Two stations (OCWA and SQM) have delay times greater
than 1.7 s, but these results are not well constrained due to the
small number of earthquakes analysed and noisy data. These results
are similar to previous SKS splitting observations by Bostock &
Cassidy (1995) for station PGC and by Silver & Chan (1991) for
station LON.

Inland of the Explorer Plate, the forearc stations CBB and PHC
have fast directions of N22◦E ± 14◦ and N30◦E ± 22◦, with delay
times of 1.2 ± 0.4 s and 0.9 ± 0.4 s respectively. These fast directions
are rotated ∼45◦ from those observed above the Juan de Fuca Plate.
At station BBB, northeast of the Pacific–Explorer–North Amer-
ica triple junction, no clear anisotropy could be identified for 15
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Figure 3. Lower hemisphere, equal-area projections of SKS splitting parameters at 10 stations. The outer circle corresponds to an incidence angle of 15◦. The
orientation of each bar indicates the fast direction; bar length is proportional to the delay time (see legend). A cross indicates a null measurement, with one arm
of the cross parallel to the fast direction given by the splitting analysis. The arrows outside the circle show the fast direction obtained from stacking all non-null
measurements at each station. Below each plot, the stacked values from the fast directions (φ) and delay times (dt) are shown, with 95 per cent confidence
intervals. The splitting parameters at EDM and WALA show an azimuthal dependence, and thus an average fast direction was not calculated (see text).

earthquakes from a wide range of azimuths. One previous mea-
surement at this station by Bostock & Cassidy (1995) yielded a
north–south fast direction and a small delay time of 0.3 s.

3.2 Backarc observations

Shear wave splitting was observed at five of the seven stations that
are located in the backarc of the Cascadia subduction zone. At sta-
tion PIN, a single high-quality waveform yielded a fast direction
of N64◦E ± 1.5◦ and delay time of 2.1 ± 0.1 s. At stations HNB,
HAWA, PNT and NEW the fast directions are oriented N58◦E to
N74◦E, with delay times of 1.1 to 1.5 s. At station PNT, Bostock &
Cassidy (1995) obtained a fast direction of 51◦, fairly close to our
value of 58 ± 4.5◦. They observed a delay time of 1.70 s, slightly
larger than our delay time of 1.33 ± 0.40 s.

At the two most northerly stations (LLLB and SLEB), no clear
splitting could be identified for most earthquakes from a wide range
of azimuths. At the now-closed station PMB, ∼85 km west of LLLB,
Bostock & Cassidy (1995) observed SKS splitting with a NE–SW
fast direction and a delay time of 0.65 s for three waveforms.

3.3 North America craton observations

The Rocky Mountain Trench marks the eastern edge of the Cascadia
backarc (Hyndman & Lewis 1999). Two stations (EDM and WALA)
are located east of this, on the North America craton. Clear splitting
was observed at both stations. At each station, the fast directions
show significant variations with earthquake azimuth (Fig. 3). Thus,

we did not calculate a single set of splitting parameters. At sta-
tion WALA, Bostock & Cassidy (1995) obtained an average fast
direction oriented NE–SW and a delay time of 0.90 s for eight SKS
waveforms, but they noted that there were azimuthal variations in
the individual splitting parameters. At station EDM, three splitting
measurements by Bostock & Cassidy (1995) give a fast direction of
33◦ and a delay time of 0.60 s. This delay time is much smaller than
the majority of our observations.

4 D I S C U S S I O N

The above observations show that significant seismic anisotropy
occurs beneath the active Cascadia subduction zone and the adja-
cent stable North America craton. Seismic anisotropy measurements
made using SKS phases represent the integrated effect of anisotropy
in a vertical column beneath each station. Although these measure-
ments have a high degree of lateral resolution, it is difficult to resolve
the thickness or degree of anisotropy below the station, making the
depth resolution rather poor.

The majority of stations exhibit delay times greater than 1.0 s.
Such delay times are too large for anisotropy to be confined to the
continental crust. The crustal thickness is ∼35 km throughout the
Cascadia forearc and backarc regions (Clowes et al. 1995; Burianyk
et al. 1997). Within the western North America craton, the crust is
∼50 km thick (Burianyk et al. 1997). If a delay time of 1.0 s were
produced by only anisotropy within the crust, anisotropy of 7–10
per cent would be required, assuming an average crustal shear wave
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Figure 4. Stacked shear wave splitting parameters at each station. Orienta-
tion of bar indicates fast direction; bar length is proportional to delay time.
Solid bars indicate well-constrained results; open bars indicate more poorly
constrained results (see text). Results for PMB are from Bostock & Cassidy
(1995). An azimuthal dependence of the splitting parameters was observed
at stations WALA and EDM (see text). Arrows in the upper figure indicate
the absolute plate motion of the Explorer (Ristau et al. 2002), Juan de Fuca
and North America plates (Gripp & Gordon 2002). The dotted line in the
lower figure shows the variations in the direction of absolute plate motion
of the Juan de Fuca plate. Line A–A′ (upper figure) shows the profile used
in Fig. 5. Solid triangles are active volcanoes.

velocity of 3.6 km s−1. This is much larger than typical values for
crustal material (Silver & Chan 1991; Savage 1999 and references
therein). In addition, observations of crustal anisotropy within the
Cascadia forearc constrain anisotropy in the crust to be 2 per cent
or less (Cassidy & Bostock 1996; Currie et al. 2001). Thus, we
attribute the majority of the observed SKS splitting to anisotropy
within the mantle and subducting crust beneath each station.

4.1 Anisotropy beneath the Juan de Fuca forearc

At forearc stations above the Juan de Fuca Plate, the fast directions
are oriented approximately N70◦E, with delay times at most stations

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Projection of splitting parameters onto a margin-normal profile
line (see Fig. 4 for location). Circles are Canadian stations; squares are
US stations. Solid symbols indicate well-constrained results; open symbols
indicate fair results. Error bars indicate the 95 per cent confidence interval for
each value. (a) Fast directions. Absolute plate motion direction for the Juan
de Fuca and North America (minus 180◦) plates are given (Gripp & Gordon
2002). (b) Delay times. The weighted best fit line (with 1σ uncertainties) for
the increase in forearc delay times is shown.

greater than 1.0 s. The SKS phase observed at each station must pass
through the crust, subducting Juan de Fuca Plate and underlying
mantle, and, in some cases, the forearc mantle wedge above the
subducting plate.

As noted above, the large delay times require that the most
of the SKS anisotropy originate below the overriding continental
crust. Fig. 5 shows a projection of the splitting parameters for the
Washington and southern British Columbia stations onto a profile
line oriented normal to the trench (see Fig. 4 for profile location).
The observed fast directions are approximately parallel to the direc-
tion of absolute motion of the Juan de Fuca Plate (Gripp & Gordon
2002). The agreement between the observed fast directions and ab-
solute plate motions suggests that the observed SKS anisotropy may
be primarily due to lattice-preferred orientation (LPO) in the mantle
beneath the Juan de Fuca Plate, resulting from mantle deformation
associated with plate motion.

This anisotropy may result either from fossil anisotropy in the
cool (<900 ◦C) part of the subducting lithosphere or from actively
produced anisotropy from present-day mantle deformation below
the subducting plate. The Juan de Fuca Plate is very warm due to
its young age (6 to 8 Myr) and ∼3 km thick insulating sediment
cover. Thermal modelling shows that temperatures of 900 ◦C are
reached ∼20 km below the top of the plate (Hyndman & Wang
1993). To produce a delay time of 1.0 s, fossil anisotropy of at least
8 per cent would be required in this 20 km thick layer. In one study,
Hiramatsu et al. (1997) suggest a maximum anisotropy of 5 per cent
within the subducting plate beneath Japan. Matcham et al. (2000)
observed anisotropy of 4.4 ± 0.9 per cent for the subducting plate at
the southern end of the Hikurangi subduction zone. Thus, although
the cool subducting lithosphere may be anisotropic, the observed
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delay times require additional anisotropy in the warm (>900 ◦C)
mantle beneath the plate.

Anisotropy of 4 to 5 per cent has been observed in mantle xeno-
liths from southern British Columbia (Saruwatari et al. 2001), as
well as other regions (Mainprice & Silver 1993; Ji et al. 1994).
Assuming a mean shear wave velocity of 4.5 km s−1, it would be
necessary to have a ∼100 km thick mantle layer with 5 per cent
anisotropy to produce 1.0 s of splitting. At the Hikurangi subduc-
tion zone, observations suggest that anisotropy below the subducting
lithosphere may be less than 1.4 per cent (Gledhill & Stuart 1996;
Matcham et al. 2000). If anisotropy beneath the Juan de Fuca Plate
decreases with depth, the thickness of the layer below the subducting
plate would have to be much greater (up to 250 km thick) to pro-
duce the observed delay time. If subduction-related, the anisotropic
layer is expected to dip at the same angle as the subducting plate.
The dip of the Juan de Fuca Plate is quite shallow beneath much
of the Cascadia forearc, increasing from 10–15◦ beneath the Pacific
coast to 20–25◦ beneath Puget Sound and southeastern Vancouver
Island (Flück et al. 1997). Modelling of the shear wave splitting
parameters for a dipping anisotropic layer shows that both the fast
directions and delay times will exhibit azimuthal variations (e.g.
Savage 1999; Hartog & Schwartz 2000). However, for a dip of less
than 30◦, the azimuthal variations are within the uncertainties of the
splitting parameters.

Effect of forearc crustal anisotropy

The observed SKS anisotropy is consistent with a model of man-
tle deformation associated with subduction. Studies of crustal
anisotropy in this region using shear waves from local earthquakes
have clearly shown that the overriding crust is also anisotropic
(Cassidy & Bostock 1996; Currie et al. 2001). The fast directions
within the crust are oriented parallel to the strike of the subduction
zone, approximately perpendicular to the fast directions observed
for the SKS waveforms. The delay times show a small increase with
focal depth (to a maximum of 0.35 s for earthquakes at 35–40 km
depth), suggesting an average of 1–2 per cent anisotropy for the
forearc lithosphere, with the majority of the anisotropy within the
upper 10–20 km.

Although the thin layer of crustal anisotropy will affect the SKS
waveform (Rumpker & Silver 1998; Saltzer et al. 2000), the ef-
fects are probably small. No significant azimuthal variations were
observed in the SKS splitting parameters that would be indica-
tive of multiple layers of anisotropy. The fast direction within
the crust is nearly perpendicular to the observed SKS fast direc-
tion. For two layers with perpendicular fast directions, little az-
imuthal variation in the splitting parameters would be expected.
The main effect of the crustal layer would be to produce a reduced
delay time at the surface. From the local shear wave splitting stud-
ies, the maximum crustal delay times were ∼0.35 s (Cassidy &
Bostock 1996; Currie et al. 2001). Thus, the actual delay times due
to mantle anisotropy alone may be 0.35 s longer than observed in the
SKS waveforms. The crustal measurements were made using high-
frequency shear waves from local earthquakes, with periods of 0.1
to 1 s. For the long-period (>8 s) SKS waves, the effective crustal
anisotropy is probably smaller due to the much longer wavelength
of the SKS energy relative to the inferred 10–20 km thickness of
the crustal anisotropy. A detailed study of crustal anisotropy within
the Juan de Fuca forearc at longer periods is required to provide
stronger constraints on the effect of the crustal layers on the SKS
waveform.

Margin-perpendicular trends in delay times

A projection of the SKS delay times for the Juan de Fuca forearc
stations onto the margin-normal profile shows that there is a sys-
tematic increase in delay times, from 0.7 s at coastal stations to over
1.5 s at stations 300 km inland (Fig. 5b). The weighted best-fit line
has a slope of 0.0038 ± 0.0018 s km−1. This increase may be due
to a landward increase in the degree of mantle anisotropy below
the subducting plate. Alternatively, anisotropy in the forearc mantle
wedge above the subducting plate may explain this observation. The
thickness of the continental crust in this region is ∼36 km (Clowes
et al. 1995). The Juan de Fuca Plate is at a depth of ∼40 km beneath
stations PGC and GNW, and at a depth of 70 km beneath the most
easterly forearc stations (e.g. TTW, LON) (Flück et al. 1997), lead-
ing to an increase in mantle wedge thickness of ∼30 km across the
forearc. To explain the observed increase in delay times, anisotropy
of 3 to 5 per cent within this triangular wedge is required. This is
well within estimates of mantle anisotropy. The fast direction of
anisotropy would have to be in the direction of subduction, parallel
to the inferred fast direction beneath the subducting plate (Fig. 6).

Seismic evidence suggests that the forearc mantle wedge is up to
60 per cent serpentinized (Bostock et al. 2002; Brocher et al. 2003;
Hyndman & Peacock 2003). Laboratory experiments on serpen-
tinized peridotite show that even a small amount of serpentine will
dramatically reduce the strength of the rock, such that deformation
is accommodated primarily by serpentine; the olivine is relatively
undeformed (Escartin et al. 2001). In this case, LPO of olivine
will not be developed by present-day deformation of the forearc
mantle wedge. However, mantle wedge anisotropy may represent
relict anisotropy from earlier deformation, or may result from the
alignment of vertical fluid-filled cracks or heterogeneities in the dis-
tribution of serpentine within the wedge. In addition, serpentine is
a highly anisotropic mineral (Kern et al. 1997), such that a grain-
scale preferred orientation of serpentine could produce large-scale

Figure 6. Model for forearc anisotropy. SKS observations require a
∼100 km thick anisotropic (4 to 5 per cent) layer in the mantle beneath
the subducting plate, with a fast direction parallel to Juan de Fuca absolute
plate motion (solid lines). The upper 10 to 20 km of the overriding con-
tinental crust are anisotropic with a margin-parallel fast direction, due to
along-margin compressive stress. The forearc mantle wedge (FMW) may
also be anisotropic (3 to 5 per cent) with a fast direction parallel to plate
motion (dashed lines). M = continental Moho.
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wedge anisotropy. It is not possible to distinguish between these
mechanisms using only SKS splitting observations.

Some support for an anisotropic forearc mantle wedge is provided
by Pn anisotropy observations that show a NE–SW fast direction
in the forearc beneath Puget Sound, with up to 6 per cent P-wave
anisotropy (Hearn 1996). No evidence for an anisotropic mantle
wedge was observed for shear waves from Juan de Fuca Plate earth-
quakes (depths of 80–95 km) that travelled through the mantle wedge
(Currie et al. 2001). However, the predicted delay time (∼0.4 s)
through the wedge is similar to that observed for the overlying crust
and to the period of the local shear waves. Thus, anisotropy within
the upper crustal layer will dominate the observed shear wave split-
ting of this energy (Rumpker & Silver 1998). In order to resolve
anisotropy in the forearc mantle wedge, it would be necessary to
look at the frequency dependence of shear wave splitting parame-
ters using locally generated shear waves. Such an analysis would
also be useful for constraining the effects of the crustal anisotropic
layer on longer-period seismic energy.

4.2 Along-margin variations in forearc shear wave
splitting

The SKS splitting observations at stations located within the forearc
above the Juan de Fuca Plate show fast directions that are parallel
to the subduction direction, suggesting that the anisotropy may be
primarily due to mantle deformation associated with subduction.
Similar fast directions were observed in previous studies that looked
at the southern end of the Cascadia subduction zone (Ozalaybey
& Savage 1995; Hartog & Schwartz 2000; Schutt & Humphreys
2001 and references therein). This suggests a very uniform pattern
of mantle deformation from central Vancouver Island to northern
California.

For stations CBB and PHC, inland of the Explorer Plate, the ob-
served fast directions are oriented approximately 45◦ more northerly
than those observed in the forearc above the Juan de Fuca Plate
(Fig. 4). The delay times at PHC and CBB suggest a mantle source
for the anisotropy, most probably deformation-induced LPO of
anisotropic mantle minerals. Seafloor magnetic anomaly analysis,
GPS observations and earthquake focal mechanism studies indicate
that Explorer Plate convergence is more northerly than that of the
Juan de Fuca Plate (Riddihough 1977; Mazzotti et al. 2002; Ris-
tau et al. 2002). This region also represents a transition zone from
subduction of the Juan de Fuca Plate to margin-parallel transcur-
rent motion along the Queen Charlotte Fault. The northern limit of
the subducted plate beneath northern Vancouver Island is inferred
to be approximately 50 km southwest of station PHC (Riddihough
1977). Receiver function studies confirm that there is no evidence
for a subducting plate beneath station PHC (Cassidy et al. 1998).
Thus, the ∼N25◦E fast directions observed at CBB and PHC may
reflect the combination of the more northerly direction of mantle
deformation due to Explorer plate subduction, as well as a change
in mantle deformation related to the transition from subduction to
along-margin strike-slip motion.

At station BBB, north of the triple junction, no clear anisotropy
could be identified in our study, suggesting that there is no strong
homogeneous horizontal flow pattern in the mantle beneath this re-
gion to develop anisotropy through LPO. This station is located
almost 300 km east of the Queen Charlotte Fault. Mantle deforma-
tion associated with motion along the fault would be expected to be
parallel to the fault. The numerous null measurements of this study
and the small delay time reported by Bostock & Cassidy (1995) may
indicate that mantle strain is confined to a relatively narrow region

near the fault. Alternatively, highly complex mantle flow associated
with this transitional region would also produce near-null splitting
results.

4.3 Backarc anisotropy

For the backarc stations with clear splitting, the observed fast direc-
tions are intermediate between the absolute plate motion directions
of the Juan de Fuca and North America plates (Fig. 5a). Surface
heat flow measurements across the backarc show high values of 80
to 100 mW m−2 (Hyndman & Lewis 1999 and references therein).
Thermal models of the backarc region indicate that the base of the
crust is at a temperature of 800–1000 ◦C (Hyndman & Lewis 1999).
High temperatures at shallow depths are confirmed by xenolith stud-
ies (Ross 1983; Saruwatari et al. 2001). In addition, Pn velocities
in this region are low (∼7.8 km s−1), suggesting temperatures in
excess of 800 ◦C at the Moho (Hyndman & Lewis 1999). High tem-
peratures (>900 ◦C) within the shallow backarc mantle imply that
present-day ongoing mantle deformation is likely the cause of the
observed shear wave anisotropy.

Xenoliths from depths of 45 km near station PNT show a strong
lattice-preferred orientation of olivine (Saruwatari et al. 2001), con-
firming deformation of the uppermost mantle. The average shear
wave anisotropy measured in these samples is 4.8 per cent, although
the orientation of the anisotropy is not constrained. Assuming that
the maximum anisotropy is in the horizontal plane and a mean shear
wave velocity of 4.5 km s−1, a layer thickness of ∼120 km is re-
quired to produce the observed average delay time of 1.3 s. For the
maximum anisotropy in other orientations, the effective anisotropy
for vertically propagating SKS waves would be less than that ob-
served in the xenolith samples, and a slightly thicker anisotropic
layer would be required.

Mantle anisotropy is only produced by dislocation creep of
anisotropic mantle minerals (Karato 1987; Nicolas & Christensen
1987; Karato 1989). The maximum depth of anisotropy is proposed
to be related to the pressure- and temperature-dependent rheological
transition from dislocation creep to diffusion creep (Karato 1992).
The presence of water will enhance this transition. As previously
noted, the Cascadia backarc is an extremely hot, tectonically active
area. In addition, the mantle wedge above the plate is probably hy-
drated, due to fluid released by dehydration of the subducting slab.
For such a hot and wet region, the depth of the dislocation–diffusion
creep transition is predicted to occur at depths of less than 250 km
(Karato 1992).

These arguments suggest that anisotropy below the Cascadia
backarc may be limited to fairly shallow depths in the mantle. The
depth of the subducting Juan de Fuca Plate increases from 80 km
beneath the volcanic arc to ∼300 km beneath PNT (Bostock & Van
Decar 1994). Although anisotropy within the subducting plate or in
the mantle beneath the plate cannot be ruled out by the observations,
anisotropy within the mantle wedge may be sufficient to explain the
observed SKS splitting.

The observed fast directions are consistent with subduction-
induced mantle wedge corner flow, where a flow cell is gener-
ated in the wedge by the entrainment of the lowermost mantle
wedge material by the subducting plate. High strain rates associated
with this flow may produce LPO of anisotropic mantle minerals,
leading to an overall anisotropic structure for the mantle wedge,
with a fast direction parallel to the direction of convergence (Ribe
1989). The two northernmost backarc stations (LLLB and SLEB)
are just south of the projected northern edge of the subducted plate
(Riddihough 1977). The absence of significant shear wave splitting
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at these stations may reflect a region of the mantle that is undergo-
ing complex deformation, perhaps associated with flow around the
northern edge of the subducted plate.

While both SKS splitting observations and mantle xenoliths in-
dicate that the upper mantle in the Cascadia backarc is anisotropic,
seismic refraction studies in the southern Canadian Cordillera have
found little evidence for strong (>2 per cent) Pn anisotropy at re-
gional scales (Clowes et al. 1995). Saruwatari et al. (2001) suggest
that lithological or structural heterogeneities may be the reason for
the absence of Pn anisotropy. The high lateral resolution of verti-
cally propagating SKS waves means that the effects of lateral crustal
heterogeneities are small. In eastern Washington State, Zervas &
Crosson (1986) observed Pn velocity anisotropy of ∼2 per cent
with a fast direction NW–SE. This direction is almost perpendic-
ular to the fast directions inferred from SKS shear wave splitting.
Hearn (1996) found ∼3 per cent Pn anisotropy with an east–west
fast direction for most of Washington State east of the volcanic arc,
in better agreement with our results. Only the southeast corner of
Washington showed a fast direction oriented NW–SE, similar to the
observations of Zervas & Crosson (1986).

Anisotropy has been observed in backarcs of subduction zones
worldwide. Surprisingly, few regions exhibit fast directions parallel
to the convergence direction. In many cases, the fast directions are
highly oblique to the direction of convergence (Savage 1999 and
references therein), indicating that the model of 2-D subduction-
driven mantle wedge flow may not be adequate to explain shear
wave anisotropy for all regions. It has been well documented that
the backarcs of subduction zones in New Zealand, Japan, Kuril and
Alaska have fast directions parallel to the strike of the subduct-
ing plate (e.g. Ando et al. 1983; Fouch & Fischer 1996; Gledhill
& Gubbins 1996; Yang et al. 1995). Many subduction zones with
trench-parallel fast directions are characterized by trench-parallel
deformation of the upper plate. Fischer et al. (1998) suggest that
backarc mantle strain may be primarily the result of recent motion
of the overriding plate, as opposed to mantle flow driven by the sub-
ducting plate. Our observations are consistent with this alternative
model for backarc mantle deformation. For the Cascadia backarc,
there is currently no significant along-margin deformation of the
upper plate. There are numerous margin-parallel strike-slip faults
within the backarc crust, but geological evidence suggests that the
last motion along these faults was in the early Cenozoic (Gabrielse
1991). The most recent episode of deformation was in the Eocene
when the eastern part of the Cordillera underwent east–west exten-
sion (Gabrielse 1991). Since that time, the backarc crust has been
moving to the southwest with the North American craton. Both the
Eocene extension event, as well as ongoing southwestward motion,
could produce LPO of the uppermost backarc mantle, with a fast
direction oriented in the direction of convergence.

4.4 Multiple layers of anisotropy below the western North
America craton?

The two craton stations (WALA and EDM) exhibit significant az-
imuthal variations in the shear wave splitting parameters. Azimuthal
variations have been observed in other anisotropy studies near the
western edge of the North American craton. Savage et al. (1996)
reported azimuthal variations in the splitting parameters for tele-
seismic S waves at stations distributed across the Rocky Mountain
Front south of 41◦N, but did not have enough data to determine the
cause of the variations. Schutt & Humphreys (2001) also observed
complex anisotropy at stations near the Yellowstone Swell, which

they attributed to multiple anisotropic layers or 3-D subsurface het-
erogeneities.

The azimuthal variations in the splitting parameters at WALA
and EDM appear to have a 90◦ periodicity (Figs 7b and e), which
is characteristic of layered anisotropy (Silver & Savage 1994). Al-
though both dipping anisotropy and lateral variations in anisotropy
produce azimuthal variations in splitting parameters, the variations
do not have a 90◦ periodicity. In addition, to produce the observed
large variations in the fast directions, it would be necessary to have
a very steeply dipping layer of anisotropy. In this case, significant
azimuthal variations in the delay times would be expected. Such
variations are not observed at either station, although the delay time
observations have large uncertainties. Although dipping anisotropy
or lateral variations may be present in this region, we focus on lay-
ered anisotropy to explain the observations.

We have modelled the observed variations in the fast directions in
terms of two layers of anisotropy, following Silver & Savage (1994).
We primarily used the observations at WALA to constrain the model,
due to the good azimuthal distribution of data at this station. In
the model, we qualitatively fit the sharp jump in the observed fast
directions between 50 and 60◦ backazimuth (modulo 90◦) and the
increase in fast direction with backazimuth (Fig. 7b). The two-layer
model that best fits the fast direction observations has an upper layer
with a fast direction N12◦E and delay time of 1.4 s, and a lower layer
with a fast direction of N81◦E and delay time of 2.0 s (Fig. 7b).
The estimated uncertainties in the fast direction and delay time for
each layer are 15◦ and 0.3 s respectively. The parameters are not
completely independent of one another. In particular, the position
of the jump in the fast directions is highly sensitive to the ratio of
the delay time in the lower layer to that of the upper layer. We find
that a good fit is obtained if this ratio is 1.45 ± 0.2. The large delay
times in each layer are required in order to fit the observed values
of more than 1.0 s. Because the fast directions of the two layers are
nearly perpendicular to each other, the observed delay time at the
surface will be much less than that for the individual layers.

The rms difference between the modelled and observed fast di-
rections at WALA is 11.9◦. The observed fast directions fit this
two-layer model much better than a single layer model. If the ob-
servations are stacked, the average fast direction is N24.6◦E±20.0◦.
The rms difference between this single-layer model and the obser-
vations is 19.4◦. The same two-layer model fits the observed fast
directions at station EDM fairly well (Fig. 7e), with an rms differ-
ence of 17.2◦. This fit is much better than a single-layer model using
the observations at this station, where the rms difference is 31.1◦.
For both stations, the observed delay times are reasonably consis-
tent with the proposed two-layer model (Figs 7c and f). The rms
differences are 1.2 s and 1.5 s, at WALA and EDM respectively. At
both stations, there are several observations near 55◦ backazimuth
with fairly small delay times, whereas the model predicts maximum
splitting values. In other regions, where two layers of anisotropy
have been inferred, the observed delay times exhibit a large scatter
in the region where the model predicts a peak in the delay times,
and to date no observations have successfully matched the large the-
oretical peak (Ozalaybey & Savage 1995; Liu et al. 1995; Hartog
& Schwartz 2001). Away from the predicted delay time peak, the
observed delay times at WALA and EDM fit the two-layer model
fairly well.

Due to the exact trade-off between anisotropic layer thickness and
percentage anisotropy within the layer, it is not possible to constrain
the thickness of each of the proposed layers from the modelled
delay times alone. However, structural arguments allow us to place
some constraints on the layer thickness. Station WALA is located
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Figure 7. Observed fast directions (with 95 per cent confidence intervals) as a function of backazimuth at (a) WALA and (d) EDM. Open circles indicate null
measurements. (b), (e) Fast directions and (c), (f) delay times as a function of backazimuth (modulo 90◦) for each station. The solid line indicates the theoretical
fast directions and delay times for a model containing two anisotropic layers. The upper layer has a fast direction of N12◦E and delay time of 1.4 s. The lower
layer has a fast direction of N81◦E and delay time of 2.0 s. Dotted line in (b) shows the range of observational uncertainty.

on the North American craton, approximately 60 km east of the
inferred eastern limit of the hot Cascadia backarc (Hyndman &
Lewis 1999). Station EDM is located even further onto the North
America craton. The North America craton is characterized by a
surface heat flow of ∼45 mW m−2 (Hyndman & Lewis 1999), and
high seismic velocities to more than 250 km depth (e.g. Grand 1994;
Fredericksen et al. 2001). These observations suggest that the North
America craton lithosphere is much thicker and cooler than that
below the backarc. Due to the cooler craton lithosphere, it is unlikely
that the uppermost mantle is currently undergoing deformation. We
suggest that the two layers of anisotropy may correspond to a layer
of fossil anisotropy within the thick craton lithosphere overlying an
anisotropic layer produced by present-day deformation (Fig. 8).

The upper anisotropic layer in the model has a fast direction of
N12◦E and delay time of 1.4 s. Structural features such as aligned
lithological units, magma bodies and fluid-filled cracks can produce
anisotropy, but all are local features primarily found in the crust. If
the proposed upper layer of anisotropy were uniformly distributed
within the 50 km thick crust, an unreasonably large anisotropy of
over 10 per cent would be needed to produce a delay time of 1.4 s.
Structural anisotropy is likely concentrated in the uppermost crust,
requiring even larger anisotropy. Thus, the proposed upper layer of
anisotropy beneath WALA must extend into the lithospheric mantle.
Silver & Chan (1991) suggest that anisotropy in stable continental
regions may result from LPO developed during vertically coherent
deformation of the crust and underlying mantle during a large-scale
thermotectonic episode that is subsequently frozen in as the litho-

sphere cools below a temperature of 900 ◦C. For an average litho-
sphere anisotropy of 4 to 5 per cent (e.g. Mainprice & Silver 1993),
a layer of thickness 130 to 160 km is required to produce the inferred
delay time of 1.4 s. Thermal models and kimberlite xenolith data
for the craton suggest that a temperature of 900 ◦C is reached at
depths of 110 to 140 km (Hyndman & Lewis 1999 and references
therein), in good agreement with the estimated thickness of the up-
per anisotropic layer. Although this entire region has experienced
tectonism associated with collision and accretion during the Meso-
zoic, the majority of deformation has occurred in the upper 5 to
10 km, within sedimentary units (Gabrielse 1991). Geological evi-
dence suggests that the underlying crust and mantle of the western
North American craton have remained largely undeformed for over
250 Myr. This area once marked the western edge of the unextended
part of the North America plate, and thus, the anisotropy may have
been produced during pre-Mesozoic plate-boundary deformation,
which has been preserved in the cool lithosphere.

In the model, the lower anisotropic layer has a fast direction of
N81◦E and delay time of 2.0 s. This layer may result from LPO de-
veloped by present-day deformation of the mantle at depths greater
than 150 km. Assuming 4 to 5 per cent anisotropy within this layer,
a thickness of ∼200 km would produce the inferred delay time,
suggesting that anisotropy extends to depths greater than 350 km.
Although strong anisotropy is generally inferred to be confined to
depths less than 250 km for tectonically active areas, there is some
evidence that the base of the anisotropic layer extends to greater
depths beneath stable cratons, due to the much cooler temperatures
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Figure 8. Tectonic model for shear wave anisotropy for the backarc and cra-
ton. The cross-section is oriented normal to the trench. The Rocky Mountain
Trench (RMT) separates the thin (warm) backarc lithosphere from the thick
(cool) craton lithosphere. Within the backarc, the anisotropy is attributed to
present-day deformation of the mantle above the subducting plate, with the
fast direction in the direction of convergence. Beneath the craton, a thick-
ened lithosphere may result in two anisotropic layers: an upper layer of fossil
anisotropy with a fast direction approximately perpendicular to the cross-
section, and a lower layer produced by present-day anisotropy with a fast
direction parallel to the cross-section. M = continental Moho.

in these regions (Karato 1992; Ji et al. 1994; Schutt & Humphreys
2001). The modelled fast direction for this layer is approximately
east–west. Fast directions with a similar east–west orientation have
been observed to the south in the Basin and Range region (Savage
et al. 1990) and southern California (Polet & Kanamori 2002), as
well as in the lower layer of a two-layer model in the vicinity of
the San Andreas Fault (Silver & Savage 1994; Ozalaybey & Savage
1995; Hartog & Schwartz 2001; Polet & Kanamori 2002). Based on
shear wave splitting observations, Silver & Holt (2002) have dis-
cussed the possibility of eastward flow of the deep mantle beneath
western North America. The fast direction of the lower anisotropic
layer in our model is consistent with this proposed large-scale east-
ward mantle flow.

Multiple layers of anisotropy may be a distinctive feature of the
North American craton. Bokelmann & Silver (2000) suggest two
layers of anisotropy beneath the North American craton to fit shear
wave splitting observations and traveltime delays for P and S waves.
Shear wave splitting observations over eastern North America can
be explained to first order with a model of sublithospheric mantle
flow, but small-scale lateral variations in the splitting parameters
may require some contribution from a lithospheric anisotropic layer
(Fouch et al. 2000). To fit shear wave splitting observations for the
northeast US Appalachians, Levin et al. (1999) presented a two-
layer model, which they suggest represents an upper layer of fossil
anisotropy associated with past lithospheric deformation and a lower
asthenospheric layer of anisotropy associated with present-day man-
tle flow. An additional complication comes from the possibility of
a dipping anisotropic layer within the thick craton lithosphere. In
a recent study, Bokelmann (2002) explained azimuthal variation
in P-wave velocity at stations across the North American craton
in terms of an anisotropic lithosphere with a fast axis dipping to
the southwest. The data used by Bokelmann (2002) could not be
used to resolve a lower layer of anisotropy. Teleseismic shear waves

should record the presence of multiple layers of anisotropy, as well
as dipping anisotropy within each layer (e.g. Levin et al. 1999).
However, as the complexity of the anisotropic structure increases,
it becomes difficult to infer the underlying anisotropic structure
from shear wave splitting parameters alone. By combining travel-
time observations with shear wave splitting measurements using
high-quality data from a wide range of azimuths, further constraints
may be placed on the anisotropic structure of the North American
craton.

5 C O N C L U S I O N S

By analysing SKS waveforms recorded at 26 stations across the
Cascadia subduction zone and western North American craton, we
have constrained regional trends in shear wave anisotropy. For the
majority of the Cascadia subduction zone forearc, the fast direction
of shear wave anisotropy is parallel to absolute plate motion direc-
tion of the Juan de Fuca Plate. This may indicate subduction-related
mantle deformation in a layer at least 100 km thick below the Juan
de Fuca Plate. The delay times show an increase with distance from
the deformation front. Although lateral variations in anisotropy be-
low the subducting plate are not ruled out, anisotropy of 3 to 5
per cent in the forearc mantle above the plate may be sufficient
to explain the observed increase in delay times. At the northern
end of the Cascadia subduction zone, the fast directions rotate to a
more northerly orientation, which may reflect a change in mantle
deformation direction associated with the more northerly subduc-
tion direction of the Explorer Plate, as well as the transition from
subduction to along-margin transform motion that occurs in this
region.

Within the central backarc, the fast directions are parallel to
the direction of convergence between the Juan de Fuca and North
America plates. These observations support a model of mantle
wedge anisotropy produced by subduction-induced mantle wedge
corner flow. The two most northerly backarc stations show no clear
shear wave splitting for data from a wide variety of azimuths, sug-
gesting either that there is no strong horizontal anisotropy below
these stations or that mantle anisotropy is highly complex. These sta-
tions may constrain the northern limit of the backarc mantle wedge
flow cell. Although the backarc observations are compatible with the
corner flow model, the observations can also be explained by defor-
mation of the uppermost mantle associated with southwest motion
of the overriding crust.

At two stations on the western North American craton, significant
variations in the shear wave splitting parameters were observed,
with a 90◦ periodicity. The observations were fitted with a two-layer
model with an upper layer with an approximately north–south fast
direction and a lower layer with a more east–west fast direction.
The modelled delay times for each of the layers are 1.4 s and 2.0 s
respectively, indicating thicknesses of ∼140 km and ∼200 km, for
4 to 5 per cent anisotropy. As the lithosphere of the North American
craton is much thicker than that of tectonically active areas, the two
layers may reflect an upper layer of fossil anisotropy underlain by
an anisotropic layer produced by current mantle deformation.
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